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1 FOREWORD
SA Water is supportive of any Inquiry outcomes that minimise adverse customer
impacts, are supported by our customers, and are sensitive to the government’s
pricing objectives. SA Water will continue to work closely with ESCOSA and the
government to ensure that any such pricing changes remain in the best long term
interests of our customers.
As part of ESCOSA’s determination process ESCOSA sets SA Water’s allowable
revenue, which is based on efficient costs to provide water and sewerage services.
This Inquiry is not revisiting the determination process but rather is complementary to
it. If one customer group is to pay less as a consequence of ESCOSA’s
recommendations, then logically, other customer groups must pay more given that
SA Water’s total revenue that it is permitted to earn cannot change under the current
determination.
ESCOSA’s recommendations are heavily based on economic theory. This approach
results in some significant customer impacts, both positive and negative which are
discussed herein. SA Water remains reluctant to progress change strictly on this
basis, noting that there are equally valid approaches to price setting that are sensitive
to social and environmental factors.
As such, before any of ESCOSA’s recommendations are agreed and implemented, it
is essential that the practical costs and benefits are fully understood.
SA Water is of the view that the majority of changes proposed by ESCOSA would
result in adverse (and in some instances, severe) impacts on the majority of
SA Water’s customers.
SA Water acknowledges the work of the Commission in undertaking this review,
noting the complexity and broad range of issues under consideration. SA Water has
also provided ESCOSA with a significant amount of sensitive information as part of
its Inquiry and appreciates discretion in its use.
SA Water hereby provides this submission in response to ESCOSA’s draft report.
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 24 September 2012, the Treasurer of South Australia referred to ESCOSA an
Inquiry into prices for drinking water and sewerage retail services provided by
SA Water. ESCOSA subsequently released a number of Issues Papers highlighting
the broad focus of the Inquiry which included (1) water pricing (2) sewerage, tradewaste & property based charging (3) water planning and management costs (4)
metering (5) billing consumers rather than landowners and (6) managing price
change.
ESCOSA has stated that its key objective from the Inquiry is to facilitate appropriate
pricing change that promotes greater economic efficiency, protects the long term
interests of consumers and improves water security in South Australia.
ESCOSA has calculated that their recommendations will have the following impacts
on customers1:


For customers with both water and sewerage, around 75% of customers would
be at least $50 (or 5%) worse off, but 18% would be better off;



Around 90% of water concession customers would be worse off;



The vast bulk of industrial water customers would be worse off;



The impact on commercial water customers is mixed, as the removal of
property based charges provides some benefits to commercial customers;



64% of sewerage customers would be faced with increases, these would be
customers with lower valued properties; and



71% of sewerage concession customers would face increases.

SA Water has previously raised concern over any temptation to abandon the existing
tariff structure and replace them with structures based purely on economic theory.
Due to the far-reaching customer consequences of ESCOSA’s recommendations,
SA Water continues to emphasise the necessity of taking into account customer
impacts before implementing any changes to pricing methodology.
An overview of ESCOSA’s key recommendations and SA Water’s response under
each key area of the Inquiry is provided below.

2.1 Drinking Water Usage & Supply Charges
ESCOSA…
ESCOSA recommends that usage prices should be based on SA Water’s Long Run
Marginal Cost (LRMC). ESCOSA’s best estimate is $0.62/kL, which is a material
reduction in current usage charges. Under this proposal, the supply charge will need
to increase substantially to around $843 per annum for residential customers in order
to maintain SA Water’s revenue neutrality.

1

ESCOSA Inquiry into Reform Options for SA Water’s Drinking Water and Sewerage Prices – Draft Inquiry
Report: Chapter 10 – Overall Customer Impacts.
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ESCOSA has also modelled that this would drive up consumption by around 30%, or
from around 190GL to over 240GL over the next 5 years and encourage additional
production, especially in the agricultural industry. The report suggests this would
improve economic outcomes for the State by around $30-$40m per annum, or 0.04%
of State Gross Product.
ESCOSA has indicated that this increase in consumption would have no significant
impact on water security.
SA Water…
The impact of ESCOSA’s drinking water usage and supply charge recommendation
is very significant. The bulk of customers will face increases in bills with a few larger
consumers receiving significant decreases in bills.
Both the LRMC and economic benefit analysis provides an indication of the likely
outcomes given current levels of consumption. SA Water notes that there may be a
requirement to decrease charges for recycled, stormwater and third party access
schemes under this recommendation. This would reduce revenue for SA Water’s
sewerage customers and thus also increase sewerage prices.
There is evidence to suggest that consumers prefer more control over their bills. This
is only possible through higher usage charges and lower fixed charges, which is
inconsistent with ESCOSA’s recommendation.

2.2 Meter (Capacity) Based Charging for Water
ESCOSA…
ESCOSA recommends the supply charge being based on capacity. It appears that
ESCOSA has modelled its outcomes based on charging on meter size and number
of meters. This recommendation would include the removal of property rate charges
for commercial water customers.
SA Water…
While ESCOSA raised the possibility of implementing a charge based on meter size,
it is not discussed in detail in the draft report. For example, ESCOSA has not
provided information on the charges to be applied for each given size meter.
SA Water believes meter based charging would result in a single charge for the
majority of customers, as most customers have standard water meter and sewerage
connections.

2.3 Sewerage Charges
ESCOSA…
ESCOSA recommends replacing prices based on property rates with prices based on
capacity.
SA Water…
For most SA Water customers, this effectively results in an estimated fixed charge of
$507 per annum and the bulk of SA Water's customers would see an increase in
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bills. Especially for the 30% of customers who are currently on the minimum charge
of $341.40 (2013-14) per annum.
While there may be limited evidence to show a strong statistical link between
property value and ability to pay at an individual level, there is evidence that
customers who own high valued properties tend to also have higher average
incomes. Conversely, customers who own low valued properties tend to have lower
average incomes. Therefore removing property rate charges for a flat charge would
benefit highest income households at the expense of lowest income households.

2.4 Non-Connected Properties (Removal of Rating on Abuttal)
ESCOSA…
Rating on abuttal is the ability to charge property owners when a service is available,
irrespective whether the property owner is connected to the service. ESCOSA has
recommended the removal of rating on abuttal to ensure that only active users of the
service bear the cost of providing that service. Customers should also be able to
cease being a customer of SA Water subject to providing reasonable notice and
paying appropriate disconnection and account finalisation fees.
SA Water…
Rating on abuttal has been a feature of water and sewerage charging in South
Australia since the 1850s2 and is commonly applied across Australia.
ESCOSA has based its recommendation on the basis of ‘user pays’. SA Water
believes that the ‘user pays’ principle should be applied more broadly by including all
potential beneficiaries. That is, it includes not only customers who directly use the
service, but all potential beneficiaries of a scheme.
SA Water remains concerned about the practical aspects of disconnecting and
reconnecting services. For example, sewerage services are buried deeply
underground and are not easily accessible. Clarification on what local council, health
and environmental approvals will be required where a customer seeks disconnection.
While ESCOSA argues rating on abuttal provides incentives for SA Water to lay
pipes past properties, in practice, it is developers and property owners who drive
growth in SA Water’s distribution network. SA Water is unable to earn additional
revenue from customers, as the allowable revenue requirements imposed by
ESCOSA under economic regulation is based on SA Water’s efficient costs and not
the number of customers.

2.5 Billing End-Users
ESCOSA…
As required by the former legislation, SA Water bills the property owner rather than
the end user of the services. Consequently, SA Water’s billing processes and
systems are property based.

2

Hammerton, M. (1986) South Australia – A History of the Engineering and Water Supply Department
(Wakefield Press) – page 26.
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ESCOSA recommends SA Water move to billing end users (includes tenants) and
argues this would provide benefits for the real-estate industry from reduced
administration and disputes.
SA Water…
Billing occupiers would require a major change to SA Water’s billing system. The
costs associated with this change combined with the transfer of costs to SA Water
from the real-estate industry would need to be funded from price increases.
There will be material impacts in SA Water’s billing, credit management and contact
centre operations under this recommendation.

2.6 Trade Waste
ESCOSA…
ESCOSA recommends moving trade waste customers to LRMC and considers that
SA Water’s estimate of LRMC for flow is too high.
SA Water…
This recommendation would result in increases of 434% for these customers. One of
the reasons for not increasing trade waste charges at a faster rate is that LRMC only
provides information on the usage charge. It does not detail the total level of revenue
to be earned from individual customers, hence the need for an associated fixed
charge. SA Water estimates that if customers were charged ESCOSA’s LRMC there
is a risk that SA Water would recover too much revenue from these customers.
SA Water is also concerned that trade-waste customers are very price sensitive and
thus would significantly reduce flow and loads to avoid the increased charges. This
could result in initial under-recovery of revenue from these customers until prices
were again increased.
SA Water has recently undertaken a comprehensive review of trade waste charges
which included consultation with customers and two independent consultants.
However LRMC remains difficult to estimate and should be used with caution as a
broad range of outcomes is possible depending on assumptions used.
Finally, with regards to flow trade waste customers are currently charged around
$0.15/kL for flow. SA Water is planning on increasing this parameter to $0.29/kL by
2019-20. Thus, this charge remains below ESCOSA’s current estimates for trade
waste LRMC of $0.40/kL.

2.7 Regional Pricing
ESCOSA…
ESCOSA has investigated applying prices based on the cost of supply to each
location throughout the state (i.e. regional based pricing). ESCOSA recommends
that all regional prices should start at the current state-wide price, but that over time
regional prices reflect investments made.
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SA Water…
SA Water currently receives $107m per annum in Community Service Obligation
payments from the government which represents a subsidy to provide water and
sewerage services to regional areas.
Should regional pricing be introduced, over time, regional customers could expect
material increases in prices with associated economic impacts for those regions due
to higher prices. Further, the ability to smooth investments across regions and
across time will be significantly reduced, which may result in certain investments no
longer proceeding or being materially delayed.
ESCOSA has not discussed the increase in administration costs that would result, for
both SA Water and ESCOSA. This arises from having to model and set prices for
different regions, which includes upgrading and maintaining separate
accounting/capital investments systems, reporting systems for each region, water
demand, customer growth, weather forecasts etc. Further, there will be approval
processes, customer information and publishing and additional oversight from
ESCOSA.

2.8 Removing Debt Provisions
ESCOSA…
SA Water is currently able to collect any outstanding debts via a first claim on
property when sold. ESCOSA recommends the removal of this right on the basis
that it does not meet competitive neutrality principles.
SA Water…
The impact of this change is likely to be an increase in SA Water’s debt levels and
debt recovery costs. This will result in an increase in customers’ bills and a greater
incidence of restriction of service as ESCOSA’s Water Retail Code, which only
applies to SA Water, does not allow the Corporation to disconnect water or sewerage
services for non-payment of bills. Therefore, SA Water’s ability to recover debt is
significantly curtailed due to its unique responsibilities to deliver essential human
services. This is in contrast to other utility service providers who disconnect
customers for non-payment.
Clarification is required on whether SA Water will be allowed to disconnect customers
for non-payment, and what, if any, corresponding local council, health and
environmental approvals will be required.

2.9 Other
With respect to the matter of individual metering, ESCOSA is effectively
recommending the status quo and SA Water has no comment in this regard. In its
draft report, ESCOSA suggests that moving to scarcity based pricing using Short
Run Marginal Cost (SRMC) may be beneficial. SA Water considers this a second tier
issue which should be dealt with once the major issues of the Inquiry have been
resolved. ESCOSA has also made some references to concessions, water planning,
and management charges. These are a matter of government policy and SA Water
will not be commenting further in this regard.
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3 CUSTOMER IMPACTS - OVERVIEW
3.1 Bill Impacts – Combined Water & Sewerage
Figure 1 illustrates the broad distribution impacts on residential customers if
ESCOSA’s proposed changes to SA Water’s water and sewerage pricing structure
(i.e. usage and fixed water charges, as well as sewerage property based charges)
are implemented. These impacts reflect all residential customers, that is, country as
well as metropolitan customers, and those eligible for a concession.
ESCOSA’s approach consists of SA Water’s 2013/14 allowable revenues as a basis,
along with:


Water use of $0.62/kL



Water supply charge of $843 per annum



Sewerage Charge of $507 per annum

Under this scenario, analysis undertaken by SA Water confirms that:


nearly 80% of residential customers will experience a total bill increase;



Over 50% of residential customers will experience a total bill increase over
$300;



10% of residential customers will experience a total bill decrease over $300;
and



Over 20% of residential customers will experience a total bill decrease.
Figure 1: Residential Customer Bill Impact – Combined Water & Sewerage

Customer Impacts - Total Water and Sewerage Bill ($)
400000

Number of Customers Effected

350000
300000
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0

Customer Impact - $

The following map (Figure 2) highlights these impacts (by Local Government Area)
across metropolitan Adelaide. The colours represent a range between highly
favourable (dark green) to highly unfavourable (dark red) on average residential
customer bills.
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Figure 2: Bill Impacts across metropolitan Adelaide by Local Government Area
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3.2 What our Customers are telling us on Prices…

Customer quotes from SA Water’s Stage 1 Customer Engagement Program
(‘YourSay’) focus groups:
“Water itself is quite cheap. It took three days to fill the pool and it was only
an extra $100 on my bill.”
“It’s all the charges that make your bill expensive – not the water use.”
“Charge more for water use and less for fixed rate – incentive to save water.”
“The cost of water is alright but infrastructure charges are too big.”
“Water is still reasonably cheap.”

Customer Advisory Groups
SA Water remains committed to providing exceptional customer service. We
constantly strive to better understand our customers’ needs and measure our
performance through customer surveys, customer advisory and focus groups.
The establishment in 2003 of SA Water’s Customer Council increased interaction
between SA Water and its customers. SA Water has two Customer Advisory
Groups, one focussing specifically on residential customers and the other on
business customers.
The role of both Customer Advisory Groups also serves to make sure SA Water’s
decisions are aligned with customer expectations. Both groups provide important
customer feedback and help inform SA Water’s strategies, policies and plans. They
also provide another way for SA Water to deliver information back to the broader
community.
Customer Advisory Group members have highlighted the need for SA Water to
educate customers about prices, the true cost of delivering water and how this
relates to their account. In terms of future prices, members noted the importance of
understanding the potential socio-economic impacts of a CPI increase on some
segments of the community.

Customer Engagement Program
SA Water’s ‘YourSay’ Customer Engagement Program was implemented in early
2014 to enable our customers to have a say into the future direction of SA Water’s
programs and services, including customer experience, service delivery and
investment and water for growth.
SA Water considers that testing customer support for changes in service levels is
critical, such that customers can make informed decisions about the potential cost
impacts of changes to services.
Page 12 of 40
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The Customer Engagement Program is the first of its kind for SA Water in both the
breadth of customer engagement and detail in which customers were engaged. The
Customer Engagement program sought to capture the needs and expectations of
SA Water customers to guide SA Water’s investment decisions on how to best serve
them.
The program consisted of five stages3:

Workshops were held between 26 May to 6 June 2014 in metropolitan and outer
metropolitan Adelaide, the Riverland, Mid North, Kangaroo Island, Port Augusta, Port
Lincoln and Mount Gambier. Findings from the workshops were also incorporated
into SA Water’s online survey which was launched on 14 June and run until 29 June
2014.
From this engagement, it soon became clear that the recent period of drought in
South Australia continues to influence the way customers view water. Customers
told us that water is an extremely valuable resource and as such, SA Water should
be focusing on projects and initiatives that ensures South Australia’s water supply
now and into the future.
However our customers also clearly stated that price/cost is a key issue of
importance for them. Throughout the various focus group sessions, many references
were made to price and the overall cost of bills, with particularly concerned about the
affordability of water to customer’s homes and businesses.
3

SA Water (Draft) C.E.P. Report – August 2014
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Customers have found it particularly difficult to understand why their water bills have
been increasing despite reduced usage in response to water conservation measures
such as water restrictions. As such, they have indicated a strong desire to have
greater control over their bills4.
ESCOSA’s recommendation for a lower usage charge and higher fixed charge would
significantly reduce the amount of control customers have over their bill. SA Water is
particularly concerned of the impact on customers of a material rise in fixed water
charges under this ESCOSA recommendation.

4

http://yoursay.sawater.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Customer-Engagement-Program-Stage-1Report.pdf
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4 DRINKING WATER USAGE AND SUPPLY CHARGES
4.1 Introduction
ESCOSA’s recommendation:


To enhance economic efficiency, a single usage charge based on the long-run
marginal cost of water supply should be adopted. The Commission estimates
the LRMC of supply to Greater Adelaide to be around $0.62/kL. The associated
fixed charge is $843.

SA Water’s response:


The impact of ESCOSA’s drinking water usage and supply charge
recommendation is very significant. The bulk of customers will face increases in
bills, but with a few larger consumers receiving significant decreases in bills.



SA Water notes that both the LRMC and economic benefit analysis provides a
broad indication of the likely outcomes from this recommendation given current
levels of consumption.



SA Water also notes that there may be a requirement to decrease charges for
recycled, stormwater and third party access schemes. This would reduce
revenue for SA Water’s sewerage customers and thus also increase sewerage
prices.



SA Water notes that there is evidence to suggest that consumers prefer more
control over their bills. This is only possible through higher usage charges and
lower fixed charges, which is inconsistent with ESCOSA’s recommendation.

4.2 SA Water’s Current Approach
ESCOSA’s Inquiry, in the main, quotes SA Water’s 2013-14 prices. SA Water’s
charges in 2013-14 are outlined in Table 1: 2013-14 Charges.
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Table 1: 2013-14 Charges
Residential Usage charges (2013-14)
Water use price

Water use price Indicative quarterly threshold

Indicative daily threshold

$2.26/kL

$0.00226/L

0 to 30kL

0 to 0.3288kL

$3. 23/kL

$0.00323/L

30 to 130kL

0.3288kL to 1.4247kL

$3.49/kL

$0.00349/L

Above 130kL

Above 1.4247kL

Non-Residential/Commercial Usage charges (2013-14)
Water use price

Water use price

$3. 23/kL

$0.00323/L
Fixed Charges (2013-14)

Fixed / minimum charge

$274.80

Commercial rate in dollar

0.0700%

Service Rent (additional meter charge)

$274.80

4.3 Discussion: ESCOSA’s Estimate of LRMC
ESCOSA has recommended a usage charge of $0.62/kL based on an estimate of
SA Water’s LRMC. Usage charges are only one element of a customer’s bill, fixed
charges also have to be included to ascertain the full customer impacts. The
associated fixed charge will be $843 per annum.
As part of ESCOSA’s determination process ESCOSA sets SA Water’s allowable
revenue, which is based on efficient costs to provide water and sewerage services.
This Inquiry is not revisiting the determination process but rather is complementary to
it. Specifically, ESCOSA’s recommendation does not directly impact on SA Water’s
total revenue to be earned from customers; rather it sets out a different way of
earning that revenue. Put simply, lower usage charges would need to be offset by
higher fixed charges resulting in winners and losers.
LRMC is used to provide incentives to customers and providers (not just SA Water,
but all providers) to make efficient investment decisions. LRMC provides an estimate
of the future cost of providing additional services, taking into account variances in
future demand and operational and capital expenditure. It should be noted that at
current levels of consumption, there are no plans to augment water supplies in the
near to medium term for metropolitan Adelaide.
However, LRMC estimates are generally subject to professional judgement and
interpretation and need to be used with caution. For example, basing the LRMC on
different estimates of consumption will provide different outcomes. Generally
speaking, LRMC estimates provide a range of possible outcomes.
ESCOSA also discusses current cost structures, such as SA Water’s current fixed
and variable costs. Discussing both concepts interchangeably can cause some
confusion. As it happens, as there is little requirement for future capital expenditure
in relation to demand, the (lower) LRMC is similar to SA Water’s future avoidable
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operational costs. However, in general, LRMC would not usually match accounting
variable costs.
Leaving LRMC aside, prices could equally be designed around the concepts of equity
and fairness, willingness to pay, value to each customer maximising revenue,
environmental issues, financial risk etc. There are other possible approaches to
pricing water and all methods have their advantages and disadvantages.

4.4 Discussion: Impact on Alternative Water
SA Water has a number of different recycling, stormwater and third party access
schemes across the state. Other service providers also provide recycled water and
stormwater schemes.
As water schemes are not designed for drinking purposes, there are limitations in its
use and therefore its demand. Therefore alternative water is offered at a lower price
than drinking water.
For example, SA Water’s recycled water for residential customers is set at 90% of the
first tier of the water use price. If usage charges are reduced to a single charge of
$0.62/kL, the price for recycled water and stormwater using the existing formula
would reduce to $0.56/kL.
Recycled water is considered a by-product of the sewerage process and in a number
of circumstances can reduce costs for sewerage customers. Thus recycled water
revenue offsets sewerage expenditure. Any reduction in recycled water revenue
would thus increase costs for sewerage customers.
SA Water currently earns around $10m in alternative water revenue, (recycled water,
third party access and stormwater). Substantial parts of this revenue would be at risk
if ESCOSA’s recommendation was implemented.

4.5 Customer Impacts
As previously mentioned, customers commonly advocate for more control over their
bills to enable them to save money on water charges. ESCOSA’s recommendation
(for lower usage charge, higher fixed charge) would significantly reduce the amount
of control customers have over their bill.
Using ESCOSA’s recommended single water usage charge of $0.62/kL will require
water supply charges to rise to $843 for SA Water to remain revenue neutral. This is
an increase of 207%. Also, customers who consume the lowest amount of water will
be the most disadvantaged under this recommendation.
Low to average water users (those who consume up to 120kL per annum) would
experience a decrease in their water use charge of 56%, but a significant increase in
their total water bill – particularly for low water users with a 108% increase. However
high use residential customers would experience a decrease in their water use
charge of approximately 73% and a decrease in their total water bill of 50%.
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Figure 3 illustrates the broad distribution impacts on residential customers if the
changes to water pricing (i.e. usage and fixed charges) were implemented.
SA Water’s analysis indicates that:


7% of residential customers will experience a decrease of $300 or more;



20% of residential customers will experience an decrease in their bill;



Over 45% of residential customers will experience an increase of more than
$300; and



80% of residential customers will experience an overall increase in their bill.

Figure 3: Residential Customer Bill Impact – Water Only
Customer Impacts - Total Water Bill ($)
Number of Customers Effected
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5 CAPACITY SIZE CHARGING FOR WATER – FLAT FIXED OR
METER BASED
5.1 Introduction
ESCOSA’s recommendation:


Drinking water supply charges should be based on the size of a water meter,
which is a measure of a customer’s capacity requirements and is therefore cost
reflective.

SA Water’s response:


While ESCOSA raised the possibility of implementing a charge based on meter
size, it is not discussed in detail in the draft report. For example, ESCOSA did
not provide information on the charges to be applied for each given size meter.

5.2 SA Water’s Current Approach
Prior to the 1990’s, all customers received a water supply charge based on the
Capital Valuation (CV) of the property. A free water allowance was provided to each
property subject to a maximum amount, with water use charges applied thereafter.
In the early 1990s, property based water charges and the free water allowance were
removed for residential and non-residential customers, excluding commercial
customers. Now a single fixed charge applies to all residential and non-residential
customers. Additional water meters are charged a service rent which is consistent
with the fixed charge.
The current charge for commercial customers is based on the value of the property,
subject to a minimum. The minimum charge for commercial customers is consistent
with residential and non-residential customers.
Commercial customers with additional water meters are also charged a service rent
for each extra meter, which is consistent with the minimum charge. SA Water
receives over $20m per annum in commercial property rate charges.
Approximately 20,000 SA Water customers are classified as country lands5 and are
subjected to different rating rules. Country lands customers can have properties that
are not adjoining and are classified as a single assessment for rating purposes6. In
contrast, properties in urban water districts can only be rated as a single assessment
if they are adjoining and involve a common activity e.g. a house built across two

5

The definition of a country lands property is a property located in a water district that is declared as outside an urban
area. Country lands water districts are spread throughout the agricultural areas across the State, including in the rural
areas surrounding Adelaide, the upper South East, mid North and the Yorke and Eyre Peninsulas.
6

If all the properties are farmed as a single farming operation and are within a single country lands water district .
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property titles. This provides scope for country lands customers to incur a single
water supply charge where multiple charges would apply in urban water districts.
Each country lands assessment is also permitted one meter for every 250ha of
contiguous land, without incurring a service rent. The result is that country lands
customers may have numerous meters under a single assessment, while only
incurring a single supply charge.

5.3 Discussion
Meter based charging is thought to improve pricing signals to customers so that they
seek the correct sized water meter for their requirements to minimise their costs.
Meter based charging is used by approximately half of the major interstate utilities for
non-residential customers based on meter size. The remaining utilities apply a single
fixed supply charge.
All interstate utilities (except in Northern Territory) charge residential customers a
single fixed charge. SA Water is the only major water utility in Australia that bases its
water supply charges for some of its customers (commercial) on the capital valuation
of the property.
There are a few methods that can be used to calculate a charge for different meter
sizes, such as volume of water that is able to be pumped through the meter, the area
of the meter or the capacity of water reserved for the customer. The volume of water
that is able to be pumped through a meter multiplies as the meter size increases.
Generally 20mm meters will be considered the base charge. The charge then
increases, according to size.
As an example, meter based charging could be based on area. Using an area
formula, SA Water estimates that the charges would be:
Meter size
(mm)
Charges

15

20

25

32

40

50

80

100

150

200

300

$275

$275

$429

$704

$1,099

$1,718

$4,397

$6,870

$15,458

$27,480

$61,830

For the largest customers, this would result in large increases in fixed charges, but
this needs to be considered in the context of the total bill. Generally, customers with
large meters would be expected to have large consumption and thus larger bills.
Increasing the fixed charge may in actuality only result in minor percentage increases
to the customer’s total bill.
Before meter based charging could be introduced, a number of more detailed issues
would have to be resolved. That is:


Should residential customers be charged a single fixed charge or should they
be charged strictly on meter size. (Note - that there are around 9,000
residential customers with meters greater than 20mm. There are also a number
of customers with 15mm meters, which are being phased out);



In relation to customers with common supply, i.e. customers who shared a
meter, should there be a minimum charge for all customers, or should they
simply share the cost of the meter? For customers within a large common
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supply group this could mean very low fixed charges. It would also mean
slightly higher charges for other customers;


How to treat country land customers who currently have different
arrangements? and



Who decides the size of the meter, SA Water or the customer? Different meters
are designed to handle different volumes of water. If the incorrect meter size is
connected then an inaccurate reading may occur.

5.4 Customer impacts
Based on the above discussion, the broad customer impacts are:
Residential – The vast majority of residential customers have standard 20mm meters
and thus in isolation will not be impacted from a move to meter based charging if the
standard charge is used as the base for the 20mm meters.
However, there are around 9,000 residential customers who have larger than
standard meters, although the vast majority are 25mm meter. These customers will
incur higher charges.
Common supply customers – The impact depends on whether there would be a
minimum charge. If a minimum charge is to be applied, customers who are part of a
common supply group are charged either at least a 20mm meter or their share of the
groups meter charge (whichever is greater). As most customers are already charged
the standard charge, there will be no material impact. However, if there is no
minimum charge than some customers may receive reductions in fixed charges.
Non-residential impacts (excluding country lands) – Approximately 30% of nonresidential customers will incur an increase. The average increase for these
customers would be over $1,000. The maximum increase could be over $130,000
per annum.
Country lands – In the absence of any special arrangement for country land
customers, over 30% of these customers would be subjected to an increase in supply
charges because of multiple meters and/or meters of significant size. Country land
customers who incur an increase will see an average increase of around $500 per
annum. The maximum increase could be as much as $9,000 per annum.
Commercial customer impacts - Commercial customers are the main beneficiaries
with approximately 50% expected to receive a decrease of over $1,000 per annum.
The maximum reduction is over $500,000 per annum.
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6 SEWERAGE CHARGES
6.1 Introduction
ESCOSA’s recommendation:


Sewerage charges should reflect the ‘capacity requirement’ a customer places
on the sewerage system, not the value of the property. The most appropriate
reflection of capacity is the size of the sewerage connection.

SA Water’s response:


The bulk of SA Water's customers would see an increase in bills, especially the
30% of customers who are currently on the minimum charge.



Removing property rate charges for a flat charge would benefit highest income
households at the expense of lowest income households.

6.2 SA Water’s Current Approach
SA Water currently determines sewerage rates by applying a property rate scale to
the property value, subject to a minimum charge. Sewerage rating scales are set
annually to achieve ESCOSA’s allowable revenue (based on a building block
approach). The rates have regard to the general movement in property value
ensuring SA Water does not receive a windfall gain from increases in property
values.
The cost of providing sewerage services is mainly fixed due to the nature of the
infrastructure, i.e. network and treatment assets. Variable costs, such as those
incurred due to operational and treatment activities are relatively minor in the scope
of total costs.

6.3 Discussion
ESCOSA’s recommendation appears heavily based on economic ideology
suggesting that customers would be better off from the removal of a property rate
based charge to one based on capacity. However SA Water is concerned that is
approach will create benefits for one customer group at the expense of another.
The general argument in support of property based sewerage charges is that
sewerage systems benefit the community as a whole, particularly in terms of
environment and public health. These benefits range from crucial roles in quality for
communities’ health and environment as well as aesthetics.
While there may be limited evidence to show a strong statistical link between
property value and ability to pay at an individual level, there is evidence that
customers with the highest property values tend to have the highest average income,
and conversely those customers with the lowest property values have the lower
average incomes. Therefore replacing property rate charges for a flat charge will
benefit highest income households at the expense of lowest income households.
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The attraction of using property value for determining sewerage charges is that is
based on ability to pay and therefore congruent with the government’s financial and
social equity objectives.
The primary concern of introducing a fixed charge is the substantial impacts on
customers and these are discussed below.
Using water or sewerage connection sizes is an option for residential and nonresidential sewerage charges. However, as a majority of water and, in particular,
sewerage connections are of a similar size, this option tends towards a uniform fixed
charge, especially for residential customers.
It is common practice for interstate utilities to charge non-residential customers more
than residential customers.

6.4 Customer Impacts
SA Water’s analysis confirms that customers with higher value properties will benefit
and lower valued properties will be worse off. Metropolitan residential customers with
property values at or below $270,000 are subject to the minimum sewerage charge.
Just over 30% of the customer base (including 50% in regional areas) was charged
the minimum sewerage charge of $341.40 per annum for 2013-14.
A flat charge of around $500 for residential customers requires a 46% ($159)
increase for those on the current minimum sewerage charge.
It is estimated that approximately 70% of residential customers would be worse off
under this arrangement. This is due to there being a large number of customers who
currently pay less than average, which is offset with a relatively small number of
customers paying very high sewerage charges. The average charge currently
equates to a property value of just over $400,000 for metropolitan residential
property.

6.5 Residential Customer Bill Impacts – Sewerage Only
Figure 4 illustrates the broad distribution impacts on residential customers if
ESCOSA’s recommended changes to sewerage pricing (i.e. abolish property based
sewerage charges) are implemented. SA Water’s analysis shows that:


Nearly 70% of residential customers will experience an overall increase;



Over 30% of customers will experience an increase of between $150 and $200
per annum;



Over 30% of residential customers will experience an overall decrease.
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Figure 4: Residential Customer Bill Impact – Sewerage Only
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6.6 Residential Customer Impact – Top 30 Suburbs
Based on this analysis, Tables 1 and 2 shows the top 30 suburbs where residential
customers will benefit or be disadvantaged (respectively), based on a fixed charge of
$500. These tables are based 2012-13 year outcomes.
Tables 2 and 3 include the Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA). This is a
product developed by the ABS that ranks areas in Australia according to relative
socio-economic advantage and disadvantage. The indexes are based on information
from the five-yearly Census. A SEIFA of 1 represents customers that live in a low
social-economic suburb and a SEIFA 10 represents those customers living in
suburbs in higher socio-economic background.
Based on a residential uniform charges by suburb, a small group of customers with
average property values greater than $823,824 (1.3% of total residential customers)
will benefit by more than $500 (i.e. greater than 50% reduction).
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Table 2: Top 30 suburbs where residential customers are disadvantaged
should SA Water move to a fixed charge*

Current
% Bill
Average Mean Taxable
% of
Total Number of
Average Increase
SEIFA
Suburb Name
Capital Income for
Customers
Customers
Sewer with $500
Decile*
Value
Individuals
on Minimum
Bill
Fixed
ELIZABETH DOWNS
2,149 $176,572
$32,535
$338
48.1%
100%
1
SMITHFIELD PLAINS
1,147 $167,983
$40,514
$339
47.6%
97%
1
DAVOREN PARK
2,798 $162,269
$32,535
$339
47.6%
99%
1
ELIZABETH PARK
1,545 $180,728
$32,535
$339
47.4%
99%
1
ELIZABETH EAST
1,774 $190,711
$36,257
$341
46.6%
99%
1
ELIZABETH NORTH
1,537 $173,571
$32,535
$341
46.5%
98%
1
BRAHMA LODGE
1,276 $229,808
$40,206
$342
46.2%
94%
1
ELIZABETH GROVE
1,068 $179,155
$36,257
$342
46.2%
99%
1
HACKHAM
1,677 $230,572
$37,487
$345
45.0%
84%
2
GAWLER WEST
469 $197,765
$45,056
$345
44.9%
88%
1
MUNNO PARA
1,352 $191,405
$38,427
$345
44.8%
84%
1
SALISBURY NORTH
3,853 $221,283
$37,475
$346
44.5%
91%
1
SMITHFIELD
1,009 $205,608
$40,514
$347
44.3%
87%
1
ELIZABETH SOUTH
1,223 $175,419
$36,257
$347
44.2%
98%
1
ANDREWS FARM
2,631 $243,407
$40,514
$349
43.3%
75%
3
REYNELLA
2,069 $260,001
$38,873
$350
42.8%
63%
3
HACKHAM WEST
1,567 $221,322
$37,487
$350
42.7%
93%
1
SALISBURY PARK
911 $255,001
$40,206
$351
42.6%
76%
2
SALISBURY EAST
3,739 $246,666
$40,206
$351
42.4%
77%
3
HUNTFIELD HEIGHTS
1,574 $237,494
$37,487
$352
41.9%
81%
1
INGLE FARM
3,526 $268,584
$39,895
$353
41.7%
50%
2
PARA HILLS
3,128 $271,174
$40,778
$356
40.6%
59%
4
ELIZABETH VALE
1,503 $204,004
$36,257
$356
40.3%
97%
1
PARALOWIE
5,786 $262,654
$37,475
$357
40.1%
63%
2
SALISBURY DOWNS
2,126 $252,283
$37,475
$358
39.6%
71%
1
REYNELLA EAST
879 $272,215
$38,873
$359
39.1%
40%
5
EVANSTON GARDENS
417 $260,194
$40,789
$360
39.0%
66%
2
ELIZABETH
449 $218,160
$36,257
$361
38.7%
90%
1
SALISBURY
3,237 $246,177
$37,475
$361
38.7%
73%
1
MORPHETT VALE
9,431 $259,703
$38,898
$361
38.4%
69%
2
*Includes customers who reside in houses, flats or units
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Table 3: Top 30 suburbs where residential customers benefit should SA Water
move to a fixed charge*

Suburb Name
SPRINGFIELD
MEDINDIE
UNLEY PARK
COLLEGE PARK
AULDANA
THORNGATE
TOORAK GARDENS
TENNYSON
ROSE PARK
MILLSWOOD
MALVERN
MEDINDIE GARDENS
ST.GEORGES
ST.PETERS
ERINDALE
FITZROY
HYDE PARK
GILBERTON
WALKERVILLE
TUSMORE
BEAUMONT
NETHERBY
ROSSLYN PARK
HEATHPOOL
GLEN OSMOND
STONYFELL
NORTH ADELAIDE
WATTLE PARK
LEABROOK
JOSLIN

Total Number
of Customers
206
420
613
313
252
69
1,089
585
599
822
1,061
119
649
1,325
467
292
781
576
991
640
1,040
587
618
227
716
474
3,230
722
754
475

Average Mean Taxable
% Bill
% of
Average
SEIFA
Capital
Income for
Decrease with Customers
Sewer Bill
Decile*
Value
Individuals
$500 Fixed on Minimum
$1,377,573
$1,318,512
$1,207,618
$1,119,760
$907,230
$901,957
$854,610
$845,675
$827,953
$831,673
$827,717
$823,824
$796,810
$785,921
$787,088
$780,719
$770,679
$767,752
$765,531
$766,141
$762,984
$750,516
$749,960
$744,405
$739,388
$719,133
$711,229
$695,596
$685,131
$684,811

$66,022
$73,717
$77,977
$68,065
$52,926
$51,472
$70,561
$55,258
$63,840
$60,686
$77,977
$73,717
$69,084
$68,065
$71,257
$51,472
$77,977
$73,717
$73,717
$70,561
$71,257
$66,022
$52,926
$62,068
$69,084
$71,257
$78,866
$71,257
$62,068
$51,802

$1,715
$1,642
$1,504
$1,394
$1,130
$1,123
$1,070
$1,053
$1,038
$1,036
$1,035
$1,026
$992
$983
$980
$975
$960
$957
$956
$954
$950
$936
$934
$930
$922
$895
$890
$866
$862
$855

-70.8%
-69.5%
-66.7%
-64.1%
-55.7%
-55.5%
-53.3%
-52.5%
-51.8%
-51.8%
-51.7%
-51.3%
-49.6%
-49.1%
-49.0%
-48.7%
-47.9%
-47.7%
-47.7%
-47.6%
-47.4%
-46.6%
-46.5%
-46.3%
-45.8%
-44.2%
-43.8%
-42.3%
-42.0%
-41.5%

0%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
9%
3%
9%
1%
5%
0%
1%
11%
1%
5%
1%
3%
6%
2%
0%
3%
1%
8%
2%
0%
8%
0%
18%
7%

*Includes customers who reside in houses, flats or units

It is common practice for interstate utilities to charge non-residential customers more
than residential customers. The average charge for non-residential customers is
around $2,200.
It is likely that non-residential customers with high property values will gain
substantially from a standard or capacity based charge. At the extreme, some
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customers could have their charges reduced to less than 5% of their current bill,
depending on the value of the capacity charge.
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7 RATING ON ABUTTAL
7.1 Introduction
ESCOSA’s recommendation:


Customers should only be charged for a water and sewerage service if they
enter into an agreement with SA Water to become a customer.



Customers should be able to cease being a customer of SA Water subject to
providing reasonable notice and paying appropriate disconnection and account
finalisation fees.

SA Water’s response:


Rating on abuttal has been a feature of water and sewerage charging in South
Australia since the 1850s7 and is commonly applied across Australia.



SA Water believes that ESCOSA’s ‘user pays’ should be broader – that all
customers who directly benefit, or have potential to benefit from the service be
included. SA Water is also concerned about the practical aspect of
disconnecting and reconnecting services.



ESCOSA has stated that rating on abuttal provides incentives for SA Water to
lay pipes past customer properties. However SA Water would like to point out
that it is developers and property owners who drive the growth in SA Water’s
distribution network.

7.2 SA Water’s Current Approach
SA Water is currently permitted to charge land/properties that are adjacent to (abuts)
water and/or sewerage infrastructure under Regulation 38 of the Water Industry
Regulations. This approach started in the 1850s with government provision of
services.
It is arguable that rating on abuttal provides the following benefits:


Ensures that all customers are equally contributing to the availability of supply
of essential services;



Provides health benefits by encouraging all customers to connect to the water
and sewer system, rather than installing individual wastewater treatment
systems and water storages. In particular poorly maintained individual
wastewater systems can have significant health and environmental issues in
high density urban areas;

7

Hammerton, M. (1986) South Australia – A History of the Engineering and Water Supply Department
(Wakefield Press) – page 26.
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Access to the infrastructure provides benefit to customers via higher property
values; and



Other social benefits (e.g. water availability for fire-fighting).

In view of these benefits, it has been considered reasonable that all beneficiaries
who do, or can benefit from obtaining connections should contribute to the ongoing
cost of providing these services.

7.3 Discussion – Beneficiary pays
ESCOSA has based this recommendation on the basis of ‘user pays’. As quoted by
ESCOSA in its draft report, the Macquarie Dictionary defines “user-pays principle” as
‘the principle that the cost of a government service should be borne at least primarily,
if not entirely, by the people who benefit from it.’
As such, SA Water believes that user pays is broader than simply those customers
who use the service. But rather, it should include all beneficiaries, both present and
future, of the service.

7.4 Discussion – Practicality
A potential outcome of eliminating rating on abuttal charges is that some customers
may choose to disconnect from SA Water's system to avoid supply charges and use
alternative sources of water (e.g. rainwater) and/or install personal water/wastewater
treatment devices. This may result in poor health outcomes if not managed
appropriately and increases the health and environmental risks due to:


Contact with untreated water or wastewater at properties;



Surface run off from properties; and/or



Ground water/stormwater contamination.

The draft report suggests that rating on abuttal for water/sewerage services is the
same as that of the electricity and gas industries (with respect to the practicalities of
connection/disconnection of services). For example it is stated that “SA Water may
require tenants, as water customers, to pay additional charges upon moving in and
out of a house, to cover the costs of special meter reads and disconnections.”8
Often water/sewerage services are more difficult to access than electricity and gas
services, i.e. sewerage piping is generally laid 1.5m deep, and as a result, are
expensive to disconnect (current disconnection charges are around $900).
There are also regulatory constraints within the Major Retail Code - Major Retailers
(which only applies to SA Water). For example, the code does not permit customers
to be disconnected for non-payment of bills (refer Chapter 8 for further commentary).
SA Water considers that clarification on changes to the Major Retail Code should be
included in ESCOSA’s final report along with this recommendation.
ESCOSA has indicated that Melbourne retailers do not charge rating on abuttal.
However, SA Water understands that while they do not charge rating on abuttal, they
8

ESCOSA - APPENDIX 6: Billing End Users – Distributional Impacts of Reform Recommendation (July
2014) – Page 2.
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also do not connect and disconnect customers for short periods of time. Any
connection or disconnection, particularly for sewerage services, are undertaken as a
permanent measure and require approval from local council as a minimum.
Thus there are also likely to be requirements from local councils, Department of
Health and EPA should a customer wish to disconnect from SA Water’s network. As
such, clarification on the terms and conditions under which a customer may be able
to disconnect, including what health and environmental approvals may be beneficial.

7.5 Discussion – SA Water incentives
ESCOSA considers that rating on abuttal provides incentives for SA Water to lay
pipes past customer’s properties. SA Water would like to point out that it is
developers and property owners who drive the growth in SA Water’s distribution
network, with most of the increase in the distribution network is gifted to SA Water
from developers. Where SA Water does undertake the laying of pipes, it does so at
the request of customers who pay upfront charges before SA Water will undertake
any work.
Further, SA Water does not earn additional revenue from additional customers.
ECSOSA determines the level of revenue SA Water is able to earn which is not
materially impacted by customer funded growth in the network. More customers
translate into lower prices.

7.6 Customer Impacts
SA Water receives a Community Service Obligation payment (CSO) from the
government for some customers that are exempt from rating on abuttal. This is
valued at around $8.0m per annum. For the purposes of this submission, SA Water
has assessed that if rating on abuttal is removed for all customers, then this CSO
would also be removed.
While it is recognised that modelling rating on abuttal is difficult SA Water estimates
that removing rating on abuttal charges would directly benefit approximately 26,000
customers who are currently not connected and up to 15,000 customers connected
but who may choose to disconnect. The loss in revenue is estimated to be $16m to
$20m per annum.
This loss in revenue would have to be recouped from the remaining customer base,
resulting in price increases of 1% - 1.5% for water and 2.3% for sewerage services,
as shown in Tables 3 below:
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Table 4: Removing rating on abuttal: price impacts
Revenue
foregone ($m)

Price impact

Water – rating on abuttal

$5.6

+0.7%

Exempt water ROA (recovered by
CSO)

$2.6

+0.3%

$0-$4.0

+0-0.5%

$8.2 to $12.2

+1% to +1.5%

Sewer – rating on abuttal

$3.1

+0.9%

Exempt sewer ROA (recovered by
CSO)

$4.8

+1.4%

TOTAL SEWERAGE

$7.9

+2.3%

Water –Potential disconnections
TOTAL WATER
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8 BILLING END USERS / DEBT
8.1 Introduction
ESCOSA’s recommendation:


The end-user of a retail service, rather than the owner of the premises to which
that retail service is supplied, should be SA Water’s customer for that retail
service.



The current provisions in the Water Industry Act, which confer on SA Water the
right to secure debts through a statutory charge on land, and the right to sell
land to satisfy a debt, should be repealed.

SA Water’s response:


With regard to billing end users, the transfer of costs to SA Water from the realestate industry will require prices to be higher.



Legislation and regulation restricts SA Water’s ability to disconnect customers
for non-payment of bills.



SA Water’s right to secure debts through a statutory charge on land, and the
right to sell land to satisfy a debt, acknowledges the essential human nature of
the services it provides.

8.2 SA Water’s Current Approach
SA Water bills the property owner rather than the end user of the services.
Consequently, SA Water’s billing processes and systems are property based, with
account information linked to the Lands Title Office (LTO) property register.
The current system has certain characteristics:


Property ownership information is automatically advised to SA Water’s billing
system, enabling accurate and timely billing. Data is electronically transferred
from the Land Titles Office to SA Water’s billing system on a daily basis;



Changes to property ownership for billing purposes are advised through
established and effective conveyancing practices.

Under section 18C of the South Australian Water Corporation Act charges relating to
the provision of water and sewerage services will until payment, remain a first charge
on the land. SA Water’s most effective method of recovering debt is thus by
restricting water supplies, which even then, is only able to be undertaken in certain
circumstances. In practice, settlement of any outstanding debt is realised upon sale
of the property in question.
There are also regulatory constraints within the Major Retail Code - Major Retailers
(which only applies to SA Water). The code does not permit customers to be
disconnected for non-payment of bills:
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Under Section 26.1.1 it is prohibited to disconnect sewerage services for nonpayment; and



Under Section 26.2.1 it is prohibited to disconnect water services for nonpayment.

8.3 Discussion
In 2011, sixteen Australian water utilities (including SA Water) participated in a
Customer Service benchmarking study commissioned by the International Water
Association and the Water Services Association of Australia (WSAA). This
confidential industry study provided a comparison of utility performance in areas of
billing, credit management and contact centre operations and assessed the cost
impact of billing water use to end users. The study found that additional costs to the
water utility could result due to administrative costs linked to changes in tenancies
and increased hardship and debt collection. Any additional costs would be recovered
through higher prices.
It appears under this ESCOSA recommendation, that SA Water would need to adopt
the ‘electricity’ model whereby there is disconnection/connection on change of
occupancy. However as discussed in Chapter 7, there are practical difficulties for
SA Water in doing this.
For example over the last decade or so water companies in the UK have seen a rise
in bad debt.
Influencing factors have included a substantial increase in water bills to fund
replenishment of infrastructure and the global economic recession. The level of debt
in the water sector is approximately three times higher than that of the energy sector,
despite water and sewerage bills being around a third of the cost of average energy
bills9. Outstanding revenue from domestic water customers in 1998-99 was £705
million and in 2010-11 had risen to £1.635 billion.
A more fundamental cause for this is that amongst utilities, water companies are in a
unique, arguably, paradoxical, situation: they have a statutory duty to supply
customers, but no statutory power to withdraw their service from domestic water
users.
Within a local context, unlike other service providers, legislation and regulation
restricts SA Water’s ability to disconnect customers for non-payment of bills.
SA Water’s right to secure debts through a statutory charge on land, and the right to
sell land to satisfy a debt, is important and acknowledges the essential human nature
of the services provided. That is, all customers should continue to reasonably have
access to water and sewerage services.
If this recommendation was to be implemented, SA Water may seek changes to the
Major Retail Code around disconnection of customers for non-payments.

9

Tackling Bad Debt in the Water Industry, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs,
January 2012, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/82399/baddebt-consult-condoc-120123.pdf
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8.4 Customer Impacts
Billing end users and removing the ability to levy a first charge on land for recovery of
outstanding debt represents a significant change to billing practices currently adopted
by SA Water. The transfer of costs to SA Water from the real-estate industry will
require prices to be higher.
SA Water believes further information, especially relating to any interstate evidence,
would be beneficial to understanding the real benefits from this recommendation.
Due to more frequent changes in occupancy (for tenants rather than property
owners) SA Water may be required to undertake recovery action sooner and employ
less tolerant recovery practices to ensure payment is made within an occupancy
period. For example, SA Water may be required to impose restrictions on an
increasing numbers of customers.
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9 TRADE WASTE CHARGES
9.1 Introduction
ESCOSA’s recommendations:


Trade waste charges should continue to be based on volume and load, set with
reference to long-run marginal cost.



SA Water should revisit its ‘flow’ trade waste long-run marginal cost estimate for
Bolivar, which is set too high.



All of SA Water’s remaining trade waste long-run marginal cost estimates, for
non-flow parameters, should be independently reviewed before being
implemented.

SA Water’s response:


Moving to LRMC would result in increases of 434% for these customers.



SA Water estimates that if customers where charged ESCOSA’s LRMC, there
is a risk that SA Water would over recover revenue from these customers.



SA Water is also concerned that trade-waste customers are very price sensitive
and thus would significantly reduce flow and loads to avoid the increased
charges.



LRMC remains difficult to estimate and should be used with caution as a broad
range of outcomes is possible, depending on assumptions used.

9.2 SA Water’s Current Approach
Trade waste is defined as any wastewater and substances contained within it, arising
from any commercial, industrial, business, trade or manufacturing activity, which is
discharged from a property’s internal sewer connected to the SA Water sewerage
system
Under the Water Industry Act 2012 and the Sewerage Act 1929 before it, customers
must have approval to discharge trade waste by way of a trade waste permit.
A Restricted Wastewater Acceptance Framework was implemented by SA Water in
August 2013 and is available on the SA Water website10. This framework details the
primary policies and practices related to trade waste and other restricted wastewaters
such as hauled waste and contaminated stormwater.

10

Restricted wastewater acceptance framework.pdf
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SA Water charges for trade waste customers other than Volume and Load Based
(VLB) customers are limited to application and audit fees which are set on an annual
basis.
VLB customers make up approximately 125 of the 9000 trade waste customers
authorised to discharge to SA Water’s sewer network.
VLB charges were initially introduced by SA Water in 2002-03. To qualify for VLB
pricing, a trade waste customer must meet one or more of these discharge
parameters per annum;


10 tonne Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD);



10 Tonne suspended solids (SS);



10 ML flow; and



20 tonnes Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) – salt.

9.3 Discussion
ESCOSA recommends moving trade waste customers to LRMC. This
recommendation would result in increases of 434% for these customers.
SA Water has recently undertaken a comprehensive review of trade waste charges
which included consultation with customers and two independent consultants who
reviewed SA Water’s LRMC estimates.
One of the reasons for not increasing trade waste charges at a faster rate is that
LRMC only provides information on the usage charge. It does not detail the total
level of revenue to be earned from individual customers, hence the need for a fixed
charge. SA Water estimates that if customers where charged LRMC there is a risk
that SA Water would over-recover revenue from these customers.
SA Water is also concerned that trade-waste customers are very price sensitive and
thus would significantly reduce flow and loads to avoid the increased charges.
ESCOSA’s estimated level of revenue may be overstated which would make the
impacts on other sewerage customer’s even worse than otherwise indicated by
ESCOSA.
This issue has no practical impact on SA Water’s volume and load charges imposed
on trade waste customers. Trade waste customers are currently charged around
$0.15/kL for flow. SA Water is planning on increasing this parameter to around
$0.29/kL by 2019-20. Thus, this charge will remain under ESCOSA’s current LRMC
estimates for flow of $0.40/kL.
However, this does highlight the fact that LRMC is difficult to estimate and should be
used with caution as a broad range of outcomes is possible depending on the
assumptions used.
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10 REGIONAL SOUTH AUSTRALIA
10.1 Introduction
ESCOSA’s Recommendation:


Consideration should be given to regional usage charges based on the LRMC
of each region, noting that the additional economic benefits are small.



Drinking water supply charges should initially be set on a state-wide basis. For
all new investments in a particular region that are not reflected in the LRMC or
other fixed charges, the supply charge for that region should reflect those
investments. This would result in supply charges diverging across regions over
time, as assets are added or removed from each region.



Sewerage charges should initially be set on a state-wide basis. For all new
investments in a particular region that are not reflected in other fixed charges,
the sewerage charge for that region should reflect those investments. This
would result in sewerage charges diverging across regions over time, as assets
are added or removed from each region.



Until LRMC estimates have been developed for individual sewerage
catchments, trade waste prices should be set with regard to the LRMC at
Bolivar, which accepts 97 per cent of trade waste volume.

SA Water’s response:


SA Water currently receives Community Service Obligation payments from the
government which represents a subsidy to provide water and sewerage services
to regional areas.



Should regional pricing be introduced, over time, regional customers could
expect material increases in prices with associated economic impacts for those
regions due to higher prices. Further the ability to smooth investments across
regions and across time will be significantly reduced, which may result in certain
investment no longer proceeding or being materially delayed.



This recommendation would result in significant cost increases for both
SA Water and ESCOSA. This arises from having to model and set prices for
different regions.

10.2 SA Water’s Current Approach
Supply costs for various regions vary significantly. The cost of supplying water in
geographically dispersed systems that have a small number of customers is much
higher than more concentrated metropolitan systems that have a larger number of
customers.
Because SA Water’s operations span a wide geographic area with interconnected
network service isolating the costs for each customer or ‘zone’ (depending on how
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these are defined) is difficult to determine and some averaging and professional
judgement is required.
Drinking water and sewerage prices are currently set under a state-wide pricing
policy. This means that for water, standard prices are effectively the same across all
metropolitan and regional areas for standard customers. For sewerage customers,
because regional property values are generally less than metropolitan values, there
is a requirement for the ‘rate in the dollar’ charged to country customers to be
different. This attempts to ensure that country customers (on average) pay the same
for sewerage services.
As such, state-wide pricing is based on the notion of fairness and equity in the setting
of prices in providing and maintaining water and sewerage services across the
community. However, there are exceptions to this with respect to northern railway
towns, community concessions and various individual agreements.
SA Water presently receives a Community Service Obligation (CSO) from the
government to reflect the non-commercial nature of some of these regional pricing
arrangements. The CSO in relation to SA Water’s drinking water retail services is
approximately $67m per annum and in relation to sewerage retail services is
approximately $40m per annum.

10.3 Regulatory Requirements
This approach to setting uniform charges across different supply networks or
geographic areas is recognised in the National Water Initiative (NWI) pricing
principles11. However the NWI goes on to suggest that prices should be
differentiated by the cost of servicing different customers where the benefits outweigh
the costs of doing so, but also taking into account issues of equity12.

10.4 Discussion
With the abolition of state-wide pricing, prices would be based on the cost of
delivering services in, or to, a particular area. The setting up of ‘zones’, for example
around shared infrastructure, would facilitate the allocation of costs and resources
which can then be reflected in prices charged to respective areas. It is important to
recognise that the cost of implementing and administering location based pricing is
likely to be directly related to the number of unique and changeable prices that may
be charged.
The physical location of assets is not necessarily indicative of the beneficiaries of
those assets. For example, the water pumps on the River Murray provide services to
customers that do not live on the River. SA Water suggests that these wider benefits
should also be considered when evaluating region based pricing.
To better understand the implications of moving away from state-wide pricing, greater
clarification is required around the approach ESCOSA may adopt regarding zoning
other than metropolitan Adelaide and ‘other zones’.

11
12

NWI – Principles for Urban Water Tariffs, S.7.
NWI – Principles for Urban Water Tariffs, S.16.
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Regional customers could expect increases in prices with the abolition or changes to
state-wide pricing policy which may have adverse economic consequences for those
regions. Further the ability to smooth investments across regions and across time
will be significantly reduced, which may result in certain investments no longer
proceeding or being materially delayed.
SA Water is also concerned that ESCOSA has concentrated on additional billing
costs, but neglected the significant increase in administration costs that would be
required for both SA Water and ESCOSA. This cost increase arises from having to
model and set prices for different regions, which includes upgrading and maintaining
accounting/capital investments systems, reporting systems for each region, water
demand, customer growth, weather etc. for each region plus, approval mechanisms,
customer information and publishing, increased ESCOSA reporting and additional
National Performance Reporting (NPR) audit and reporting.
Clearly, pricing on different regions will be a significant increase in administration for
both SA Water and ESCOSA.

10.5 Customer Impacts
Table 6 provides a preliminary analysis of cost reflective pricing for regional South
Australia. That is, what water and sewerage prices would have been if regional
pricing was applied in 2012-13 without a government CSO payment.
Water
This analysis has been undertaken on the basis that metropolitan water prices would
not change. Of particular note is the increase relating to the Eyre region. This is not
unexpected as the Eyre regional has limited local sources of water and has a large
number of country land customers. Country land areas also have very high km of
piping per customer ratios.
There is a smaller price impact for the South East due to relatively lower operating
costs for SA Water for that particular region.

Table 5: Regional Water Prices (2012-13 prices) without a Government CSO
Region

Potential Change Per
Region

Metro

0%

Eyre

+200%

Northern

+80%

Outer Metro

+25%

South East

+20%
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Sewerage
For sewerage it is the outer metro area that requires the highest increases, which is a
presumably due to the topography of the drainage area, and relatively disperse
population. Noting that for sewerage SA Water generally services major population
centres and compared to water services, has very limited customer numbers in
regional South Australia.

Table 6: Regional wastewater prices (2012-13 prices) Without a Government
CSO
Region

Potential Change Per
Region

Metro

0%

Eyre

+40%

Northern

+70%

Outer Metro

+120%

South East

+80%
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